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api-version the version of the api to use, such as 3.16. for more information, see rest api and
resource versions. site-id the id of the site that contains the workbook. workbook-id the id of the
workbook to download. revision-number the revision number of the workbook to download. to

determine what versions are available, call get workbook revisions. note that the current revision of
a workbook cannot be accessed by this call; use download workbook instead. note: the filtering and

sorting parameters can be combined with each other and with paging parameters using an
ampersand (&). a-pdf data extractor 3.8 serial number api-version the version of the api to use, such
as 3. filter-expression (optional) an expression that lets you specify a subset of flows to return. you

can filter on predefined fields such as name, tags, and createdat. you can include multiple filter
expressions. for more information, see filtering and sorting. sort-expression (optional) an expression

that lets you specify the order in which flow information is returned. if you do not specify a sort
expression, the sort order of the information that's returned is undefined. page-size (optional) the
number of items to return in one response. the minimum is 1. the maximum is 1000. the default is
100. for more information, see paginating results. page-number (optional) the offset for paging. the

default is 1.
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api-version the version of the api to use, such as 3.16. for more information, see rest api and
resource versions. site-id the id of the site that contains the view. view-id the id of the view to render

as a.pdf file. filter-value the value of the field that you want to use to filter the workbook view. for
example, a workbook with the filter /datavf_year=2017 would only display data from the year 2017.
to learn more, see view filter queries. viz-height (optional) the height of the rendered pdf image in

pixels that, along with the value of vizwidth determine its resolution and aspect ratio. viz-width
(optional) the width of the rendered pdf image in pixels that, along with the value of vizheight

determine its resolution and aspect ratio. max-age-minutes (optional) the maximum number of
minutes a view pdf will be cached before being refreshed. to prevent multiple pdf requests from

overloading the server, the shortest interval you can set is one minute. there is no maximum value,
but the server job enacting the caching action may expire before a long cache period is reached.
page-orientation (optional) the orientation of the pages in the.pdf file produced. the value can be
portrait or landscape. if this parameter is not present the page orientation will default to portrait.

page-type (optional) the type of page, which determines the page dimensions of the.pdf file
returned. the value can be: a3, a4, a5, b5, executive, folio, ledger, legal, letter, note, quarto, or

tabloid. 5ec8ef588b
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